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ABSTRACT 
We study discrete groups of unitm T isometrics in C* algebras and revisit the 
Bieberbach groups. We give lower estimates of radii of balls in complete hyperbolic 
manifolds with finite volumes. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study discrete groups of unitary isometrics in C* 
algebras. As in IF-H] we try to give a unified approach to finite- and 
infinite-dimensional cases. Thus, some of our results hold for the unitary 
isometrics in infinite-dimensional ttilbert spaces. We then revisit the classical 
subject of Bieberbach groups. We classify the Bieberbach groups (up to a 
subgroup of finite index) without the standard assumption that the group is 
eoeompact. One of our main applications are lower estimates of radii of balls 
in complete hyperbolic manifolds with a finite volume. 
We now survey the content of this paper. In Section 1 we consider a 
group F of unitary elements in C* algebra ~. We then discuss the normal 
subgroup F,, which is a subgroup generated by all elements in F whose 
width is less than e < 2. As in the finite-dimensional case, if F is a discrete 
group then Ft/2 is a commutative subgroup. In Section 2 we bound the order 
of F /F ,  for finite-dimensional ~. Our techniques are the classical techniques 
of Frobenius and Schur. However, since we use the natural norm of the C* 
algebra versus the Frobenius norm, we improve significantly Schur's bound, 
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Section 3 discusses mainly upper bounds on the order of a periodic element 
in GLn(Q). In Section 4 we study infinite-dimensional discrete groups of 
unitary' isometrics of Hilbert spaces. Section 5 discusses finite-dimensional 
discrete groups of unitary isometrics. We classify such groups. (More pre- 
cisely we classify some normal subgroup of a finite index.) In particular we 
revisit the crystallographic and Bieberbach groups. We also construct a 
minimal representation of any finite commutative group as a Bieberbach 
group. The last section is devoted to lower estimates of radii of balls 
contained in n-hyperbolic noncompact lattices. We give here a significantly 
better bound then the bound of Martin [Mar]. 
1. DISCRETE GROUPS OF UNITARY ELEMENTS 
Let ~ be a C* algebra with identity e over C with the norm I" 1. That is, 
[ ' ] i s  a submultiplicative norm on ~. Furthermore, ~ has a complex 
involution *: ~' ~ 9 ~ satisfying the conditions: 
( ola +/3b)*  = -ffa* + ~b*,  (ab)*  = b 'a* ,  e* = e, 
la*l = lal, la*al = laa*l = lal 2, a, b ~ ~,  a , /3  ~ C. 
lel = 1, 
Let ff  c ~ be the group of all invertible lements in ~. We then view ~ as 
a topological group with the topology induced by the norm l" I. Set 
7Z= {u:u  ~ ~,  u*u = uu* = e}. 
Thus, 2J c ff is the group of unitary elements in 9 p. Note that from the 
properties of C* algebras it follows that the norm of any unitary element is 
one. 
The purpose of this section isto show that any discrete group F c ~J has 
a natural normal abelian subgroup. For a finite-dimensional C* algebra this 
result goes back to Jordan. See for example [C-R] and the references therein. 
For any linear bounded operator T: ~ --* cC we let I]TII = suPlxl~< l IT(x)]. 
Let a E ~'. Associate with a the bounded linear operator 
?~: W- - ,  ~ ,  ~(  x )  = axa  - l  - x .  
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Then 5(~:e) = 0, ~ E C, and 15(x)l ~ 11511 Ix - ~:el. Let 
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11511~ = 
15(x  - e ) l  
sup 
~/ ,{ , ,}  Ix - el 
Note that  ll(~ll ~ 11511,,. 
For a ,b  ~ set [a ,b]  =aba- lb  I and let (a ,b )  be the group gener- 
ated by a and b. Consider the iterations 
x,,,+, = [a, x,,,], m = 0 . . . . .  x 0 = b. (1.1) 
The group (a, b )  is called a-nilpotent if x,,, = e for some m. Otherwise 
(a ,b )  is called non a-nilpotent. We now give a modified version of 
Jorgensen's inequality given in [F-tt, Theorem 2.6]. 
TItEOREM 1.2. Let a, b ~ ~/. Assume that ( a, b} is a discrete group. I f  
I1(~11,, < 1 then (a, b} is a-nilpotenl. 
Proof. Clearly, (a,  b)  c ~/. Consider the iterations (1.1). 
Ix .... ] - -e l  =[(ax , , ,a - '  - x,,)x,,~l ~<l(ax,,,a ' -  x,,~)ll<~l 
^ m + I 
11511. Ix,,, - el < "'" < Ilall., Ib - ,+  
Hence, lira . . . . .  x,,, = e. As (a, b)  is discrete we deduce that x,,~ 
some m. That is, (a,  b) is a-nilpotent. 
We now estimate I1~11 from above. The inequalities 
15(x)l =l(ax-xa)a ' l  =[ ( (a  - ~ :e )x -x (a  - ~:e) )a - l [  
< 21x l la  - ~e l la  11, 
I,~( x ) l  = la (xa  ' - a ' x ) [  : l a (x (a - '  - ~,,)  - (a  ' - ~)x ) l  
:C '  fo r  
< 2 Ix l la  ' - ~e l la l ,  
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yield the inequality 
I1~11 ~ 2 min min(la - ~el [a-ll, la -1 - ~el lal). (1.3) 
In particular, 
flail ~ 2w(u),  w(u) = min lu - ~el, 
~C.l~l=l 
u E ~/ .  (1 .4 )  
In what follows we use the standard spectral properties of the elements of C* 
algebras. Moreover, we use the well-known fact that ~ is isomorphic to a 
subalgebra of bounded linear operators ~(~)  of some Hilbert space ~ (over 
C) to itself. Here, ,,~ is equipped with the inner product (x, y). See [Ped]. 
Recall that for any a ~ ~' spec(a) is a set of all A ~ C so that (Ae - a) ~ ~. 
It is known that spec(a) is a bounded closed set. Let S 1 c C be the unit 
circle centered at the origin. For an interval I c S 1 we denote by l ( I )  the 
length of I. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let u ~ ~'. I f  spec(u) = S 1 then w(u)  = 2 and 
In - tel = 2, VT ~ S 1. Assume now that spec(u) ¢ S 1. Let I c S 1 be 
a shortest interval containing spec(u) and denote by r the center of  I. Then 
w(u)  = lu - tel and w(u)  is the distance of r to any of  the end points of  I. 
I f l ( I )  < 7r then I and r are unique. Furthermore, 
l ( I )  
w(u)  = 2sin - - -~  (1.6) 
Proof. We view W a subalgebra of ~(~) .  Recall the spectral decompo- 
sition formula for a unitary u 
u = fo2~e ~° dE o, dE o = O, Ve 1° ¢/! spec(u). 
Here E o is a corresponding family of Hermifian projections on ~.  Hence 
v = (u  - - = fo  le - 2 d o. 
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As v is a positive Hermitian operator we deduce that 
lu - ~el z = Ivl 2 = max I f f -  ~[2. 
~ spec( u) 
Hence, if spec(u) = S l we deduce that w(u) = 2 and lu - re{ = 2, Vr ~ S'. 
Assume that spec(u) 4: S 1. If spec(u) consists of one point or two points, 
then the lemma trivially holds. Assume that spec(u) consists of at least three 
points. It then follows that 3~1, ffz ~ spec(u), ~, 4:~2 such that 
lu -  ~el z =1~'1 - ~l 2 = l~ 'e -  ~l 2 > 0. 
Let I be the closed interval with the end points ffl, ffz containing ~. It then 
follows that ~ is the middle point of j .  Furthermore, spec(u) c I. Hence, 
In - ~e] = dist(~, S t \ I ) .  
Let J ~ spec(u) be a closed interval on S 1 so that its end points belong to 
spec(u). Assume that r /~  J is the middle of J. We then deduce that 
In - r/el >~ dist(r/, S 1 \ J )  
and the lemma follows. • 
The following lemma is a variation of the well-known fact for unitary 
matrices, e.g., [C-R, Lemma 36.15; Wol, Lemma 3.2.4]. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let a, b ~ ~" and assume that a[a, b] = [a, b]a. I fw(b)  < 
1 then ab = ba, 
Proof. The assumption of the 1emma yields a( bab- 1) = (bah- 1 )a. Con- 
sider the spectral decomposition of a: 
a = ~)e~ei° dE o. 
We then have the corresponding spectral decomposition of bab-l: 
bab-t = f~e,O d(bEob-1) .  
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As a and bab-~ commute we deduce that 
Po = EobEob 1 = bEob- lEo.  
It then follows that Po is a Hermitian projection. Set 
Xo = EoJ~, Yo = P~.  
Note that bEob-  ~= bX o. It then follows that Yo = Xo N bX o. We claim that 
Yo = Xo" Assume to the contrary that this claim is false. That is, bX o 0 
(e - Eo)~ is a nontrivial subspace. Hence, 30 ~ x ~ X o, (bx, x) = O. 
Assume that w(b)  = ]b - tel, r ~ S 1. It now follows that 
( (b  - rx ) ,  x) = - r (x ,  x) ~ Ib - tel >/1. 
This contradicts the assumption that w(u)  < 1. Thus 
bX o= Xo ~ bEob- l  = Eo ~ bE o= Eob. 
The spectral representation of a yields that ab = ba. • 
LEMMA 1.8. Let a, b c ~" and consider the sequence (1.1). Then 
w(x , , , )  <, 11311~w(b), m = 1 . . . . .  (1.9) 
Proof. 
%, ~ S 1,m = 0 . . . . .  Then 
Thus 
Consider the sequence (1.1). Assume that w(x,,,)  = Ix,,, - r,,~e], 
W(Xm) = W(Ym) = [Ym -- el, ~,, = "r~lXm .
Xm+l = [a,  x, . ]  = [a,  ; , , ,] ,  
w(xm+l)  ~ Ix,n+, - el = I~( ; , , , )  I ~ II~ll~ 1~Tm - e l  = II~II~W(Xm) 
and the lemma follows. • 
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COROLLARY 1.10. Let (a ,b )c  g/ be an a-nilpotent subgroup. If 
Ilall,~ ~< 1, w(b) < 1 then ab = ba. 
Set 
w, = {u:u ~ ee, w(u) < d .  
LEMMA 1.11. Let F c ~l" be a group. For any c > 0 denote by F, the 
group generated by the elements of the set F (~ W~. Then F~ is a normal 
subgroup of F. 
Proof. Let a ~ ~', b ~ ~'. The submultiplicativity of 1" I and the fact 
that la l  = la - l l  = 1 yields that labl  = Ibal = Ib l .  Hence, 
l aba  -1 - Tel  =[a(b  - re )a - ' l  = Ib - te l .  
In particular, for any a, b ~ ~/ we have the equality w(aba -1) = w(b). It 
then follows that for any a ~ F, aF~a I A "vV~ = F (~ W~. Thus, F~ is nor- 
mal. • 
The following theorem is a variation of an old theorem due to Frobenius 
and its recent variant of Robinson [Rob, Theorem A] for discrete subgroups 
of unitary, groups. 
THEOREM 1.12. Let F c ~ be a discrete group. Then F1/z is a normal 
Abelian subgroup of F. Furthermore, F1/2 c Z(F1). Consider the factor 
group F' = F/F1/2. Assume that each element s ~ F' is represented by the 
eoset a(s)Fl/2. Then 
[ I J F', S 1 (1.13) a(s )a ( t )  1 _ re >~ ~, s , t  E s' =~ t , ' r~  . 
Proof. Let a ~ FNW1/2 .Then 
IlalL < Ilall < 2w(a)  < 1. 
Assume that b ~ F. Theorem 1.2 yields that (a, b) is a nilpotent. Suppose 
that b ~ F A Wp Then Corollary 1.10 implies that ab = ba. We then 
deduce that F1/2 is a normal abelian subgroup. Moreover, any element of 
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F1/2 commutes with any b ~ F f3 W x. As Fl/2 c F 1 we get that F1/2 c Z(F1). 
a for some ~'~ S 1. Hence, Let a, b ~ F and assume that lab -1 - ~'l < 
- 1 w(ab 1) < 7- In particular, ab -~ ~ F1/. 2. That is a and b belong to the 
same eoset of FI/2. The above observation implies (1.13). The proof of the 
theorem is completed. • 
For a subgroup A c F we let [A, F] be the group generated by the 
commutators [6, T], 6 ~ A, T ~ F. The inequality (1.9) implies that 
[Fz/4, F] c F I. Theorem 1.2 yields 
c z ( [ r , /4 ,  r ] ) .  (1.14) 
2. THE ORDER OF F /F~ 
Let M,(C) be the algebra of n × n complex-valued matrices. For A 
M,,(C) denote by A* the conjugate transpose of A. Let I" I: M,,(C) ~ R+ be 
• 9 . 
the spectral norm on M,,(C). That is, I AI is the largest eigenvalue of the 
matrix A*A or AA*. Let I ~ M,,(R) be the identity matrix. It then follows 
that M,,(C) is a finite-dimensional irreducible C* algebra. It is not difficult to 
show, e.g., [Frill, that any finite-dimensional C* algebra ~' is isomorphic to 
~ M,,,(C) 6) M,,~,(C) q) --. 6) M,,~(C) c M,(C),  n = n~ + "-- +n~.  
(2.1) 
Set 
B(A,  r)  = {B: B ~ M,,(C), IB - A] < r}. 
Denote by U,, c M,,(C) the group of the unitary matrices and let O,, = U,, A 
M,,(R) be the group on n X n real orthogonal matrices. According to (2.1) if 
is finite dimensional then 
a '~ G, 6) • ... • v,,,. 
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TttEOREM 2.2. Let ~ be a finite-dimensional C* algebra. Assume that 
F c ~ is a group. Then for any 0 < ~ < 2 the group F/F~ isfinite. Suppose 
furthermore that F c U,, = ~'. Then 
Ir/LI 
(2 /~ + 1) e': ~ - (2 /~-  1) 2': 1 
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the finiteness of F/F~ in the ease 
F c U,,. Let IF/F~[ = N ~ c¢. Assume that A~ ~ F , j  = 1 . . . .  ,X ,  represents 
the N distinct cosets of F~. If the (1 1) entry of Aj is zero ,~e let B) = Aj. 
Otherwise we let Bj be the unique unitary matrix of the form Bj = e~%A:, 
where Bj has a positive (1, 1) entry. The argmments of the proof of Theorem 
1.12 yields 
IB j+B~I> e, j #k .  
Also note that 12Bjl = 2. That is, 2N balls B(++_Bj, e/2)  do not intersect. 
Identi~: the real subspace of all M,(C) with real (1, 1) entry with R z'/-  1. Let 
K, be the 2n 2 -  1 Lebesgue volume of B(0, l)C3 R d''-~ ~. Hence, the 
volume of the restriction of the balls B(_+ B), e/2), j = 1 . . . . .  N to R ~"~" i is 
2NK, , (e /2)  2':-1. On the other hand, the above 2N balls are contained in 
B(O, 1 + e/2)  \ B(O, 1 - e /2)  and the theorem follows. • 
The arguments of Theorem 2.2 yield. 
THEOttEM 2.3. Let F c 0,, t)e a group. Let 0 < e < 2. Then 
IF/F~I < 
(2/~ + 1)": -  (2 /~-  1) ''~ 
The bounds in Theorems 2.2-2.3 are based on the classical techniques of 
Frobenius and Sehur. See [C-R, Section ,36]. Our results are better since we 
used the natural norm of C* algebras versus the Frobenius norm. 
We now improve the bounds given in Theorems 2.2-2.3, For A ~ M,(C) 
let I AI = o-i(A) >~ "'" > o;,(A) >/ 0 be the singular values of A, 
That is, O'I2(A) . . . . .  o'n2(A) are the eigenvalues of AA*. Let or(A) = 
(crl(A) . . . . .  ~,,(A)). Denote by A, the set of n-real nonnegative tuples 
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arranged in a decreasing order. For X c A n we let 
Mn(C ,X  ) = {A:A~Mn(C) ,~(A)~X},  
M,,(R, X) = {A: A ~ M,,(R), or(A) ~ X}. 
Denote by vol(M,,(C, X)),vol(M,,(R, X)) the Lebesgue volume of the set 
M~(C, X), M,,(R, X). (We identify M~(C) ~ R 2"~, M,,(R) ~ R"~.) 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X c A n be a measurable set in R ~. Then 
vol(Mn(C, X)) = ~n fx H x, 
I <~i<n 
vol(M~(R, X)) = 13n £ H 
l~i<j<~n 
FI 
l~i<j<~n 
xi2)ctx, ... ctx,,. 
Proof. Let 
A ~ GL,~(C)(A ~ GLn(R)),  Idet(A)l = 1. 
It then follows that multiplication by A from the left and from the right is a 
measure-preserving transformation of Mn(C)(M,,(R)). Observe next that 
~Mn(C, X) = M,,(C, X)V = M,,(C, X), V ~ E,, 
OMn(~, X) = M,,(R, X)O = M,,(R, X), 0 ~ 0,,, X c a,,. (2.5) 
Forb  >a >10let  
(a ,b ) , ,=  {x :x=(x ,  . . . . .  x , , ) ,b>x,  >~ "" >~x,,>a}. 
Set X in (2.5) to be the set (1, 1 + e),,. Let e tend to zero to deduce that the 
restriction of the standard Riemannian metric on M,,(C), M,,(R) to U,,, O,~ 
gives rise to the unique Haar measure on U,,,O,, (up to a multiple 
of a scalar). 
We first prove the second formula of the theorem. Let D = 
diag(d I . . . . .  dn), d I > --" > d,~ > 0 be a diagonal matrix. Assume that 
A ~ M,,(R), o-(A) = ~r(D). The singular value decomposition gives A = 
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PDQ, P, Q ~ 0,,. The pair (P ,  Q)  e o,, × o,, is unique up to the action of 
the following finite group of diagonal matrices 
~5~, = {G:G = d iag(g ,  . . . . .  (~ , , ) ,~ i  = ! l , i  = ] . . . . .  n} ,  
orb( (P ,Q) )  = {(PG,~ l(t)),(--~ E ~;,}, 
Thus, locally, around any matrix A ~ M,,(R) x~qth positive and pairwise 
distinct singular values M,(R) is isomorphic to A, × (O,, × O,,). We now 
compute the Lebesgue volume element corresponding to the above decom- 
position of M,(R). In view of (2.5) it is enongh to consider the neighborhood 
of a diagonal matrix D of the above form in M,,(R). Recall that the Lie 
algebra of SO,, is the Lie algebra of real-valued skew symmetric matrices. 
Hence, any matrix dA in the tangent space of M,,(R) at D is equal to 
dA = dE + (dS)D + D(dT) ,  E=diag(e, . . . . .  e,,), 
S "r = -S ,  T r= - T ~_ M, , (R) .  
The Lebesgue measure d/, is equal to 
I 
,:. = H A ,l~,: = I H A a.. H A (~:(,,/A (:(,. ) m 
l<~i,j<~n $ l<~i<~n I<i<)<~n 
It now follows that 
daii 
Hence 
Here, d/z  
u leasures  on  O n, 
= dei, daij A day i = (dsij dJ + (lili/) A (d,~/i d, + d/(It~ i) 
= ((Is.,.~ d/+ d,t,/) A ( -(£',2 d, - (1/(It,~) 
= (,~- :)~.,, A,t,,,~ <g. 
I ~<i<,j~<n 
is the Lebesgue measure on R" and de I ,du 2 are the Haar 
Note that dtq, dp 2 are  determined uniquely by tile 
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following formula on the tangent planes at the identity 
dul = I-I A dsij , dv 2 = I I-I A dtij . 
l <~i<j<~n I <~i<j<~n 
Integrate d/x over O,, × O,, to get the second formula of the theorem. Here 
/3,, = 2 2 " t , l (SO, , )  2. 
The above formula takes into account that O,, x O,, consists of four con- 
nected components isomorphic to SO,, × SO,, and the action of the discrete 
group if,, whose order is 2". 
We now discuss briefly the differences in the derivation of the first 
formula of the theorem. Assume that D is a diagonal matrix as above. Let 
A ~ M,,(C), ~r (A)= o-(D). Then the singular value decomposition yields 
that A = UDV, U, V ~ U,,. The above decomposition is unique up to the 
action of the torus in U,, 
= {F: F = diag(f~ . . . . .  f,,) ~ Mn(C ), [f/] = 1, i = 1 . . . . .  n}, 
o rb( (P ,Q) )  = {(PF, F 'Q) ,F  ~J, ,}.  
Let V,, be the homogeneous space U,,/~Y,,. Then M,,(C) around A decom- 
poses locally as ~,, × V,, × V,,, where ~,, c M~(C) is the ring of complex- 
valued diagonal matrices. The computations as above gives rise to the identity 
1 ~i<j<~n 
Here, d/x is the Lebesgue measure on M,(C), dr,, the Lebesgue measure on 
_@,,, and dto 1, dto 2 are the induced measures on V,, by the Haar measure on 
U,,. The reason that we have the squares (dff - dj2) 2 is that the Lie algebra of 
U,, is the Lie algebra of skew Hermitian matrices. Hence any off diagonal 
entry of a skew Hermitian matrix is a complex number z and we have to take 
the real two form dz A d~. Recall that ..~,, = R n × ~.  Integrate the above 
formula on ~ × V,, × V,, to deduce the first formula of the theorem. • 
Let S,,, + be a cone of all n × n symmetric positive definite matrices. 
Then o-(A) are the eigenvalues of A. For X c A, let S, , (X)= S,.+N 
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M,(R, X). Let vol(Sn(X)) be the volume of S, (X)  with respect to the 
standard Lebesgue measure in S,, + c R "("- 1)/2. Then the analog formula for 
vol(S,, + (X)) is well known. See for example [Mui]. In particular the constant 
/3 n can be neatly expressed in terms of Gamma function. 
Set 
vn(a, b) = vol (M.(C(a,  b ) . ) )  
="'fa N <x.<~ "" ~xl<b l<~i~n l<~i<j<~n 
w,,(a, b) = vo l (Mn(R , (a ,  b )~) )  
= < F I  - . . .  d n. 
~n fa Xn<~'"<.Xl<b l<~i<j<~n 
(2.6) 
Thus, the volume of unit ball (with respect o the norm ] • l) in Mn(C) and 
M,(R) is Vn(O, 1) and w,(0, 1). Observe next that each function 
Vn(a, b), w,(a, b) is a decreasing function in the first variable and an increas- 
ing function in the second variable. Moreover: 
Vn( ta , tb ) = t2n2vn( a,  b) , wn( ta, tb ) = t"2wn( a ' b ). 
As usual, let U,,, ~ be the e neighborhood of/_1,,: 
U,,,~= Oueu, ,{A: lA -  U I< e}. 
LEMMA2.7. Let 0 < ~< 1. Then 
U~,~ = M°(C, (1 - ~, 1 + ~) . ) .  
Proof. Assume first that I A - I [<  e. Then ~rl(A)=IAI < 1 + ~. As 
e < 1 we deduce that A-  t exists. Thus 
II -- A - l [  =[  A - l (  A - I ) [  ~< IA-~I IA - II < ~ [A-11 
~[A- i I - I<e lA -1 I~, (A) - - IA  ll-1 >1- -~.  
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Suppose next that IA - UI < e, U ~ U n. That is, IAU -1 - II < e. Hence 
tr,( A)  = oq( AU -1) < 1 + e, trn( A ) = g~( AU -1) > 1 - ~. 
This shows that Un, ~ c Mn(C  , (1 - c, 1 + e),) .  Assume now that 1 - e < 
~,(A)  ~< ~rl(A) < 1 + s. Let A = UDV be the singular decomposition of 
A. It then follows that ] A - UV] < e. Hence U,, ~ ~ M,,(C, (1 - e, 1 + e),) .  
The proof of the lemma is completed. • 
THEOREM 2.8. Let F c U n be a group. Assume that 0 < e < 2. Then 
v,(1 - e l2 ,  1 + e /2 )  
2~°(o,~/2) 
Suppose furthermore that F c (9,. Then 
)r /%l ~< 
w,,(1 - e l2 ,  1 + e /2 )  
2w.(0, ~/2) 
Proof. Let N = IF/F~I. According to the proof of the Theorem 2.2 
there exists N unitary matrices B 1 . . . . .  B N ~ Mn(C) so that the 2 N balls 
B(+Bj ,  e/2)  do not intersect. Lemma 2.7 claims that these 2N balls lie in 
M,,(C, (1 - ~/2,  1 + e/2)) .  Hence 
Ir/LI .< 
vn(1 - ~/2, 1 + ~/2) 
2/)n(0 , 00//2) 
The second inequality is proved similarly. 
As M,(C, (a, b) , )  c M,,(C, (0, b) , )  \ M,(C, (0, c),,) for any c < a we 
deduce that 
/3n(a , b )  ~< On(0 , b )  - Un(0, a),Wn(a , b) <~ Wn(0 , b )  - t/)n(0 , a ) .  
Hence, Theorem 2.8 is an improvement of Theorem 2.3. The following 
lemma estimates the maximal possible improvement of Theorems 2.2-2.3 by 
Theorem 2.8. 
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LEMMA 2.9. Let 0 < a < b, 0 < c. Then 
c 2n~ /> vn(0, c) ~> -fi ' 
n(n + 1)/2 
Proof. The first part of the above inequalities follows straightforwardly 
from the inequalities preceding the lemma. We now establish the last part of 
the above inequalities. In the corresponding integrals for v,, and w,, make the 
substitution x~ =y~ +a,  i = 1 , . . . ,n .  Here 0~y, ,  ~<y,,_l ~< "'" ~Yl ~< 
b - a. Next note 
b 
~, = y , .  a >i ~ y, ,  x~ - xj ~ = ( ~, - ~ j ) (  x , .  x~) 
b 
= (y,  - y j ) (y ,  + y~ + 2a) >t ~ (v,  - y j ) (y i  + yj) 
b 
- b -a  (y~2_y~) ,  1 ~ i<~j<~n.  
Hence 
(b) ~,~(o, b - ~),w,~(~, b) >/ w.(0,  b - a) 
Use the above inequalities and tile fact that v,~(0, t) and w~(0, t) are homo- 
geneous functions of degree 2n 2 and n 2 respectively to deduce the lemma. 
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3. ORDERS OF PERIODIC ELEMENTS IN GLn(Q) 
Let F c ~" be a discrete group. Assume that ~ is finite dimensional. It
then follows that F is finite. Vice versa, it is well known that if F c 
GLn(CXGLn(R)) is a finite group then F is conjugate by X 
GLn(C)(GL,(R)) to a group in U,(On). Let F c GL,(C) be a finite group. 
The celebrated Jordan's theorem claims that F contains a normal Abelian 
subgroup whose index bounded by a universal bound j(n) depends only n. 
Using the irreducible representation f the symmetric group of degree n + 1 
as a subgroup of GL,(Q) it follows that j(n) >~ (n + 1)! for n ~> 3. It is a 
common belief that j(n) = (n + 1)! for n >> 1. The Jordan proof was 
simplified and improved by Blichfeld, Bieberbach, Frobenius, Schur, and 
Speiser; see [C-R] and [Spe]. In [Well], Weisfeiler gave a bound 
j (n)  <~ n"'°g"+b(n + 1)r (3.1) 
using the classification of the finite simple groups. In the unpublished paper 
[Wei2] Weisfeiler proved that j(n) <~ (n + 2)! for n > 63. This paper is 
edited posthumously and will appear soon. 
Combine Theorems 1.12, 2.2, and 2.3 to deduce a bound on j(n) in the 
spirit of Frobenius and Schur. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let F c GLn(C) be a finite group. Then F contains a 
normal commutative subgroup of index (52"2-1 -32"2-1) /2  at most. If 
F c GLn(R ) then F contains a normal commutative subgroup of index 
(5  n2 - -  3"2)/2 at most. 
Let F c GL,(Q) be a finite group. It is known that F is conjugate in 
GL,(Q) to a finite group F' ~ GLn(Z), e.g., [Ser]. Minkowski [Min] found 
the least common multiplier/x(n) of orders of all finite subgroups of GL,(Z). 
The exact asymptotics of /z(n) was determined by j. Katznelson [Kat]. See 
[R-T] for earlier esults. As we see later, it is of interest to determine to(n)-- 
the maximal value of order of a finite subgroup of GLn(Z). In the previous 
version of this paper, dated April 12, 1993, it was conjectured that t0(n) = 
2"n! = IOn(Z)1. Here we denote by On(Z) the group of n x n orthogonal 
matrices with integer coefficients. This is definitely wrong since for n = 2 the 
crystallographic of the rigid motions of the hexagon has order 12. It then 
became clear to the author that this conjecture may hold for n >> 1. We 
prove this conjecture in [Fri2] using (3.1). In [Fei] Feit announced the 
complete solution of the problem of characterizing the finite groups of the 
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maximal order in GLn(Q). The orthogonal group is maximal exactly for 
n = 1, 3, 5 and n > 10. For n = 2, 4, 6 - 10, the maximal groups are other 
Weyl groups of exceptional Lie groups. Feit's solution depends on the strong 
bounds on j(n) given in [Wei2]. 
In what follows we need an upper estimate on the order of a maximal 
cyclic subgroup of GL,(Z). It can be viewed as a variation of the classical 
bound on the maximal order of the elements in the symmetric group S,,, e.g., 
[Lan, pp. 222-229]. 
TIIEOREM 3.3. Let A ~ GL,(Z) be a torsion. Then 
order(A)  ~ e ( z I~ l  1+ t)/,~ I,,g(2I .2~7711+ 1)-[ 2~+ 11+ / 
Proof. Each irreducible factor of det(tI  - A) is a cyclotomic polynomial 
f ( t )  whose roots are all primitive m roots of unity. Then deg( f )  = ~b(m). 
Here ~b(m) is the Euler qb-function, i.e., the number of integers k with 
1 ~< k ~< m that are prime to m. Recall that for m > 1 
6 ( "0  =P]"  ~(P~ - 1)- . ,  p[~ l (p  k -- 1) 
m = p~' . . . .  Pk ,2 -G<Pl< "'" <Pk .  
ttere 1 < P l . . . . .  Pk, are all distinct primes dividing m. Note that since 
f ( t )  has integer coefficients there exists C(f )  ~ GL4,{,,,)(Z) so that 
det ( t I -  C( f ) )=f ( t )  (e.g., choose C(f )  to be the companion matrix of 
f ) .  Assume that det ( t l -  A) has M distinct nontrivial eyelotomic factors 
f~,deg(f,)  = ~b(m),i = 1 . . . . .  M. Denote by (m 1 . . . . .  m M) the least com- 
mon divisor (1.c.m.) of m 1 . . . . .  m i .  It now follows that 
~(n)  = max (mx . . . . .  raM)  
is the sharp upper bound for the order of A. Assume that the prime 
faetorization of m is given above. Note the obvious inequality ab >~ a + 
b, b >/a > 2. Suppose first that either 2 < Pi or Pl = 2, r 1 > 2. Then 
k M 
E p;'-'( p,  - 1) ~ E 6(,<), 
1 1 
p~ . . . .  p~* = ( ,~  . . . . .  raM) .  
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In the case that Pl  = 2, r 1 = 1 it follows that 
k M 
E J ° f ' - l (  P i -  1) ~< 1 + E ~b(mi) ,  
1 1 
2p~: ... p;k = (nq  . . . . .  mN).  
Hence 
k 
max FI pr,. 
k ,2<~pl<" '<pk ,E~p[ j  I(p~- 1)~<n +1 1 
Observe that 
n + 1 >1 Ep( , - l (p , -  1) >~ 
1 2 
Hence 
k 
,~(,~) -< max I-I pr,. (3.4) 
k,2<~pl< "" <pk,E~ pf'<~2n+2 1 
To estimate a(n) from the above inequality we consider the following 
maxima problems. Let u >~ 0 and set 
~(u,  k) = 
k 
ITIaX . H Xi, 
O<~xl,xl+1<~x2, i+2<~x~+~,i=2 . . . . .  k - l ,E~x~<~2u+2 1 
k= l . . . .  ,L 2~u+2J+ 1. 
Consider the t%llowing auxiliary problem. Let 0 < t, 0 < a, a + t < b. Then 
a+b- t  a+b+t  
Inax x] x 2 
a<~xj, xl +t <~x2<.Kb ,xt+x2<~a+b 2 2 
Apply the auxiliary problem to fl(u, k) to deduce that it is achieved for 
x 1 . . . . .  x k satisfying the conditions 
x 2 =x  1 + 1, x~ =x~ i +2,  i =3  . . . . .  k. 
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That is 
k-1  
t3 ( . , k )  = ~(u ,k )  I-I (x ( . , k )  +2 i -  1), 
1 
~(,,, k) -- 
2 ,  + 2 -  (k -  1) 2 
k = 2 . . . . .  [ ~ l  + 1 
Clearly, /3(u, 1 )= 2u + 2. Compare the above expression with (3.4) to 
deduce that 
~(~) < max ~(, , ,  k). 
l<k<[ "2~+11 
We now claim that if x(u, k + 1) >~ 2 then f l ( , ,  k) </3( , ,  k + 1), For 
k = 1 this is obvious. Assume that k >~ 2. Observe next that 
1 
x(u ,k  + 1) >t 2 ~x(u ,k )  >~ 4 + ~ > 4. 
For x ~> 4 we have the straightforward inequality 
x (x+l )  < -~ 1 ~ +2 . 
Set 
X 1 
2~( . ,k )  
1, xz=x l + l,x:~=x~ +3,  x~ 
=x(u ,k )  +2i -5 ,  i =-4 . . . . .  k + 1. 
Note that 
k+]  k -1  
E -~, = ~( - ,  k) + I2 x ( . .  k) + 2i - 1 =2.  + 2. 
i=1  i=1 
x I + l=x2,xz+2=xa,  x3+2<x4,x~+2=xi . , , i=4 , . . . , k .  
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Thus 
k-1  k+l  
~8(u ,k )  =x(u ,k )  I--I (x (u ,k )  +2 i -  1) < 1F-[ x, <~(u ,k  + 1). 
i=1  i=1 
It then follows that 
For 2u + 1 12 we have /3((12 1)/2, l) z = - = 21-Ii= 2 (2i  - 1). Recall that 
l l+ 1 2l + 1 
Y'~ log(2i - 1) < [ log(2x - 1) dx - -  log(21 + 1) 
2 Je 2 
3 
- l+  1 - - lo~3.  
2 
c~ 
These estimates establish the theorem if ~ + 1 is an integer. Clearly, each 
/3(u, k) = 1 . . . . .  [ 2~u + 2] + 1, is an increasing function of u. T~hus, if 
2n + 14~l 2 replace n by the smallest n' >n so that 2n' + 1 = l  2 to 
deduce the general case. • 
The classical result on the maximal order of the elements in the symmet- 
ric group S, [Lan, pp. 222-229] shows that the bound of Theorem 3.3 is of 
the right order. 
4. DISCRETE GROUPS OF UNITARY ISOMETRIES 
Let H be a Hilbert space with the inner product ( ' , ' )  and the norm 
I~:l = (s c, ~)1/2. Denote by ~ the C* algebra of linear bounded operators a: 
H ~ H with the operator norm induced by the norm on H. T : H ~ H is 
called an affine operator if T (~: )=a~+a,a  ~W, ~:~H,  a ~H.  T is a 
unitary isometry, i.e., JT (~)  -T ( r / ) l=  Is c -  7/] and T is invertible, iff 
a ~ g/. Each affine T can be represented by the matrix 
a = (a i j )~  , all = a ,  a12 = o l ,  a21 = 0,  a21 = 1. 
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Assume that an affine S is represented by the matrix B. It then follows that 
the affine transformation ST is represented by the matrix BA.  In particular, 
T is invertible iff a ~ ~ is invertible. Assume that a is invertible. Then T -  
is represented by A-  
A-  ~ t . , ( -  1)'~ 2 ( -  1) - - = 0 ,  a22  = I,"ib J l '  al l  =a l l ,  al 2 = _a l l l a12 ,  a~l )  ( - -1)= 1. 
Let d be the following algebra of 2 × 2 matrices over the complexes C 
,~/ = ( A : A = ( ai j)~, al l  ~ ~,  al2 ~- H ,  a2l = O, az2 ~- C) .  
Clearly, ~¢' has the identity I = (a i j )  ~, all = e, a2z -=- 1, al2 = 0, a2l = 0. For 
t > 0 we define the following norm [-It on d :  
(a i j )~ t = max( [a l l l+t la121,1a221) ,  (aij)21 ~s¢'. 
It is easy to verify that 1. [t is a submulticative norm of 5g. Furthermore, 
I/It = 1. Note that any two norms 1-[, and I" It are equivalent. Hence the 
topologies induced by the above norms are the same. Let J5  ~' be the group 
of unitary isometries of H. We view J '~  c ~ and no ambiguity arises. It is 
straightforward to show that for A ~) r~ we have the equality lair -- I A ~1,. 
Observe that there is a natural surjective homomorphism: 
(( 2) 
7r : JSP  ~ ~', 7r a i j ) 1 = al l .  
Note that 7r is a contraction for every t > 0. Let Q: d ~d be a linear 
operator. As in Section 1 we let Ilpllt = suplxl,.<~ [Q(x)  It. Associate with 
A ~ ~¢~ the bounded linear operator 
(x) =AXA -X. 
Note that 
IA (x+I ) l ,  (Y)[, 
It All, =- sup = sup . 
x ,0  IXlt ~' . t  IY - lit 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let A = (au)2 EJ~r~. Then 
113,lit ~< 2 [aal - el + t la121. 
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Proof. A straightforward computation shows that 
]A (X)L =lall(Xll)l + t l (e -  allxalalll)al2 + (a l l -  e)Xl2], X = (xij)~, 
Using the assumption that a u ~ ~/we deduce 
Ifin(x11)[ =[(auxu  -xua ,1)a~' ]  
=](all--e)(Xll --e ) -- (Xll - -e)(al l  --e)] 
< 21al l  - el IXll - -  e l ,  
le  - a~,x l la~11 I = la ,~(e  - x . )aG ' l  = I e - xH I .  
Hence 
I A (X) I  ~< (2 la u - el + t lalel)(Ix n - el + t]Xlz[). 
The proof of the lemma if completed. • 
The following result is an analog of [F-H, Theorem 2.6]. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A, B c J5  a and assume that (A,  B> is a discrete 
group. I f  
IB - IIt < l i e{ l i t '  - 1 
for some t > 0 then ( A, B > is an A-nilpotent group. 
Proof. Consider the sequence (1.1) 
X~+l = [A ,X  m], rn = 0 . . . . .  X 0 = B. (4.3) 
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Then 
s,,,+l = IX,,,+1 - IIt ~ IA  ( Xm)Xm 1 It 
-<1 ~i ( xm)l, IX,n ~ I, =l ~ ( X,,~ -- ~)[, IX,~, I, --< II dllts,,,(s,,, + ~) 
The assumptions of the lemma and the arguments of the proof of Theorem 
2.6 in [F-H] yields that lim rn ~ ~Sm = 0, AS < A, B > is discrete we deduce that 
(A,  B) is A-nilpotent. • 
Let F c Jd  '~ be a group. For any e > 0 let F ~ be the group generated by 
all elements X ~ F, I~r(X) - e l<  e. Note that 7r(F ~) c 7r(F)~. The argu- 
ments of Seetion 1 show that F ~, 7r(F ~) are normal groups of F, 7r(F) 
respectively. The following theorem is an analog of Theorem 1.12. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let  F c~r f  be a discrete group. Then 7r(F l/2) is a 
normal Abel ian subgroup o f  7r(F). 
Proof. It is enough to prove the following fact: 
1 
A = (a,j)2,, B = (b, j )  2, ~ r ,  lal, - el < ~,  
1 
Ibll -- e[ < -- ~ al ibi1 = blla11. 
2 
Consider iterations (1.1) with a = all, b = bll. From the proof of Theorem 
1.2 and (1.4) it follows that lim . . . . .  x,,  = e. Lemma 4.1 implies the existence 
of t > 0 so that ILdll, < 1. Next choose M big enough so that Ix u -e l t  < 
Ildll, ~. Consider the sequence (4.3). Note that rr(X,,,)= xm, m = 0 . . . . .  
Choose 0 < s < t so that DX M - I[~ < Ildll; -1 - 1. According to Lemma 4.2 
(A,  X u)  is A-nilpotent. Hence, the group (a l l ,  b l l )  is all-nilpotent. 
Corollary 1.10 yields that a l lb l l  = b l la l l .  • 
Let ~,~c Jd  '~ be the subgroup of translations: 
{A: A =   ,Oll -- e} 
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Note that J i s  a commutative subgroup. Let F c , J f  be a group and denote 
by F( J  ~) = F N 3 - the  subgroup of translations contained in F. That is, 
F (~)  = ker(Trlr ). Hence, ~r :F /F ( J )  ~ 7r(F) is an isomorphism. Set 
T(F) = Closure(span{A(0), A E F(o~-)}). Then T(F) c H is a nontrivial 
subspace of H iff F contains a nontrivial translation. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let F cSS# be a discrete group. Then either F 1/2 is a 
normal Abelian subgroup of F or ker(Ir Ir~/~) is a nontrivial discrete sub- 
group of translations ~. 
Let F c JS  a be a group. Assume that there exists a nontrivial orthogonal 
decomposition H = V' ~ V" so that qr(F)V' c V', 7r(F)V" c V". Then 
any A ~ F has the following representation 
A( l~' + ~ ' )  = (a'/~' + or') + (a",~" + or"), 
v', 
For each A E F of the above form set 
Denote 
~b'(A) = A', A ' (~ ' )=a '~ '  + ol', ~b"(A)= A', A"(~") 
- -a"U  +a" ,~ '~V' ,~V" .  
F '={A ' :A '=6 ' (A) ,A~F},  F" ={A" :A"  =6"(A) ,A~F}.  
Then ~b': F ~ F', th": F ~ F" are the projections homomorphisms. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let F c JS  a be an Abelian group. Choose A E F and let 
a = 7r(A) ~ ~. Assume first that 1 ~ spec(a). Then F is an Abelian sub- 
group of unitary rotations around some 0 ~ H. Suppose now that a 4= e, 1 
spec(a) is an isolated point of spec(a). Let H = V' • V" be the orthonormal 
decomposition of H to the invariant subspaces of a so that a lv, = I and 
1 ~ spec(alv, ). Then 7r(F)V' c V', 7r(F)V" c V'. Furthermore, ~b"(F) is 
an Abelian subgroup of unitary rotation of V" around some 0" ~ V" and 
V' + 0" is an invariant affine subspace under the action of F. 
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Pro@ Assume first that 1 ff spec(a). Then A(~)  = a~ + a. Observe 
that 0 = (e - a)-lc~ is the unique fixed point of A. That is, A is a unitary 
rotation (by a) around 0. As F is Abelian it follows that B(O) is a fixed point 
of A for any B ~F .  Hence, B(O)= 0 and F is an Abelian subgroup of 
unitary rotation around 0. Assume now that a 4= e, 1 ~ spec(a) is an isolated 
point of spec(a). As a ~ ~" it follows that 1 belongs to the point spectrum of 
a. Let V' = { ~ : a ~ = ~, ~ ~ H }, V" = V'  l . As a 4= e it follows V',  V" are 
nontrivial closed subspaces of H and H = V'  • V". Since F is Abelian 
7r(F) is Abelian too. Hence, 7r(F)V' c V',  7r(F)V" c V". Consider first F". 
As 1 ff spec(TrQb"(A)) from the first part of the proof of the theorem it 
follows that F" is an Abelian group of rotations around the point 0" E V". 
That is, for any B ~ F, B(~' ,  0") = (B ' (~ ' ) ,  0"). Hence, V'  + 0" is 
invariantunder the action of F. • 
LEMMA 4.7. Let F c J~  be a group. Then T(F) = V'  is an invariant 
subspace of the group 7r(F) c 7/. Set V" = V'  • . Then the natural ho,ru~- 
morphisms projections atisfy the following properties: 
4)" (F ( J ) )  = {I}, F(3-)  ~ F 'C J ) ,  AB = BA, VA ~ FCS) ,  B + ker((/)'), 
(b"(ker(4,')(9-)) = (I}, 
6' l ( r ' (~)  = r (~ker (6 ' )<r ,  r /6 ' - ' ( r ' ( J ) )  ~ r ' / r ' ( J )  
Proof. Let T ~ r(oq-), T (~)  = ~ + r. Then 
ATA 1(~)  =~+ar ,  A~F,A(~)  =a i~+a 
~r(F)span{T(0) ,  7"~ r (g )}  = span{T(0),  T ~ F ( J )}  
~(F)T(F )  = T(F) .  
By the construction, V',  V" are invariant subspaces under the action of rr(F). 
Let A ~ F, A(~:) = a ~ + oe. From the definition of V'  it follows that any 
T ~ F(3-) is of the form r (~)  = ~ + r, r ~ V'. Hence, (/)"(F(J)) = {Ii. 
Moreover, F(3-) ~ F ' ( J3 .  Let A ~ F(J-), B ~ kerQb'). Then 43"(A) and 
(b'(B) are acting trivially on V" and V'  respectively; hence AB = 
BA. As F ' (DD<F'  it follows (/)' I ( F ' ( J - ) )=  F ( J )ker (~b ' )<F.  Hence 
F /~b ' - I (F ' ( J - ) )  ~ F ' /F ' (g ) .  Assume to the contrary that (ev,,, oe") 
(/)"(ker((/)'X+W)), 0 =/= a~" E V". Hence, (e, a" )  ~ F ~ a" ~ V', which is a 
contradiction to V'  f3 V" = {0}. That is, 4/'(kerQb')C,~)) = {I}. • 
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5. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
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In this section we assume that H is finite dimensional. Assume that 
dim(H) = n. We then identify H with C", where 
(~,  7) = ~ ~j"~j, ~ = (El . . . . .  ~n) T, 77 = (71  . . . . .  Tin) T (~" cn.  
1 
Denote by s~,, D~,¢S: n D~ the subalgebra of M.+I(C) defined in Section 4, 
the group of the unitary isometries of C n, and the group of translations 
of C n. Set 
~n(l~) ~'~, O Mn+t(a),  J fn(R)  =~qrfn (~1Mn+l(l~), 
:n (R)  = : .  n M. + 
That is, .Y/,,(R) D ~(R)  are the group of Euclidean isometrics and the group 
of real translations of R ". 
THEOREM 5.1. Let F c~f~. Assume that 0 < ~ < 2. Then F ~ is a 
normal subgroup of F. Moreover 
order (F /F - )  ~< (2  +1)2n2- (2 -1)  2"~. 
Assume furthervnore that F c Jr ,(R).  Then 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is a modification of the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 and 2.3 so we point out the needed changes. Let A k = 
(a(k)~2 ~(k) ~ U~, k = 1, represent distinct cosets of F /F  ". Assume that ij /1 ,  ~11 • " " , 
p 4: q. Then -n~(P)- a~)l >~ ~- The simple volume arguments in M.(C) 
prove 
the first inequality of the theorem. Assume that F c Jr .(R).  We then repeat 
our arguments in M.(ll) to deduce the second inequality of the theorem. II 
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Combine Theorems 4.4 and 5.1 to obtain 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume that F cSf , ,  (or ,J'fn(R)) is a discrete group. 
Then F 1/2 c F is a normal subgroup of a finite index, which is bounded by 
52"~ - 32'F (5 'F - 3'F). Moreover, "rr(F 1/2) is an Abelian subgroup of U,,(O,,). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let F c J f , ,  be an Abelian group, Then one of the 
following conditions hold. 
(i) F c g~. 
(ii) F is an Abelian subgroup of unitary rotations of C" around the 
comrrum fixed point. If  F is discrete then F is finite. 
(iii) There exists a nontrivial orthogonal decomposition C" = V' ED V", 
which is invariant with respect to the action of ~r(F). F '=  Fly, is a 
subgroup of translations on V' and F"= Fly,, is a nontrivial Abelian 
,subgroup of unitary rotations around the common fixed point 0" ~ V". 
Furthermore, the affine subspace V' + 0" is invariant under the action of F. 
Denote by (a' : F --+ F', qb" : F --+ F" the natural projection ho~morphisnhs'. 
Then there exists' a torsion free subgroup F c F s'o that qb' : F ~ F' is an 
isomorphism and F = F keff~b'), F N keff<b') = {I}. Assume further~nore 
that F is discrete. Then cb ' : F --+ F ' has a finite kernel. Moreover, ker(qS') is 
trivial iff F has no torsion. Assume furthermore that F is torsion free. Then 
the natural surjective homomorphism 4a: F ' --+ F" is faithful iff F(3-) = {I}. 
Assume finally that F cS f , (R) .  Then the above assertions hold with all 
the spaces being real. 
Proof. Assume first that rr(F) = {I}. Then (i) holds. Assume now that 
7r(F) ~ {I}. Suppose first that 3a ~ ¢r(F), 1 ~ spec(a). Then Lemma 4.6 
implies (ii). Assume furthermore that F is discrete. Hence F is finite. 
Suppose next that Va ~ 7r(F), 1 E spec(a). As 1 is an isolated point in 
spec(a) we apply Lemma 4.6 consecutively for each A ~ F to deduce the 
existence of orthogonal decomposition H = V 'e  V" so that rr(F)V'  = 
V', rr(F)V" = V", 7r(F)lv, = {/IV'}. Furthermore, F" = Fly is an Abelian 
subgroup of rotations around the common fixed point 0" ~ V". Assume that 
(i) and (ii) do not hold. Then V' and V" are nontrivial subspaces. Therefore 
F'  = F'lv c J (V ' ) .  As F'  is a torsion-free Abelian group it has a Z basis. Pull 
back this basis in an arbitrary way to deduce the existence of a torsion-free 
subgroup F so that ~b ' :F -+ F'  is an isomorphism. It then follows that 
F = F Ker(~b'), F n keff4~') = {I}. Assume that F is discrete. It then follows 
that ker(~b') is a discrete Abelian subgroup of rotations in H around 0". 
Hence, ker(~b') is finite and every element of ker(<b') is a torsion. Thus, if F 
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is torsion free 05' is an isomorphism. 05', 05" induce the homomorphism 05: 
F' ~ F". Suppose first that 05'(A) ~ Iiv,, 05"(A) = Iiv,,. It then follows 
that A is a nontrivial translation in H. Vice versa, if I v~ A ~ F(~) then 
05" (A) ~ F" (Y). As F" is a subgroup of rotations around some fixed point it 
follows that 05"(A) = Iiv,,. Hence, 05'(A) 4= Iiv,. Thus, 05 is unfaithful. This 
concludes the proof of the theorem in the complex case. 
Assume that F c~rf,(R). Use the fact that the nonreal eigenvalues of 
Q ~ o n occur in conjugate pairs with corresponding eigenvectors to deduce 
the validity of our results in the real case. • 
We now concentrate on the Euclidean isometrics. This does not cause a 
loss in generality since there is a natural isomorphism L:Jcf, ~,,¢f2,(R), 
which is induced by the following R isomorphisms: 
c,, 4¢)  = z(¢)T) c-, Mn(C) 
r (A)  = (Bij)~, Bll = B22 = ~(A) ,  -B I2  = B21 = ~(A) ,  A EM, , (C) .  
Let G c~9~(R). It is well known that G is discrete iff r = rank(G) ~< n and 
for any basis T i = (e, "ci), i = 1 . . . . .  r, of G the vectors r 1 . . . . .  r r are linearly 
independent over R. Denote by L(G) c R" the Z lattice spanned by the 
vectors ~'1 . . . . .  %. For a general discrete group G c J fn (R)  we let L(G) = 
L(G(3")). Recall that G c•fn(R) is called a crystallographic group if G is a 
discrete group and rank(G( J ) )  = n. The group 7r(G) is called the holonomy 
group of G. A torsion-free crystallographic group is called a Bieberbach 
group. See for example [Cha] for a recent exposition of the Bieberbach 
groups. Let G C~fn be a subgroup of unitary isometries. We call G a 
crystallographic group if G is discrete and rank(G(J))  = 2n; i.e., t(G) is a 
standard crystallographic group. The group 7r(G) is the holonomy group of 
G. A torsion-free unitary crystallographic group is called a Bieberbach group. 
We now discuss certain aspects of crystallographic and Bieberbach groups 
that are needed later on. Some of these results are known, but we bring their 
proof since they easily follow from the results given above. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let G CYfn(R) be a crystallographic group. Then 
G/G(3-)  ~ 7r(G) is isomorphic to a finite group in GLn(Z). Hence 
IC /G( J )  I ~< o)(n) (see Section 3) and the order of each element in G/G(3-)  
is bounded by (3.3). Assume furthermore that G is a Bieberbach group. 
Suppose that A ~ G, 7r( A) ~ e. Then 1 ~ spec(Tr(A)). Denote by F c G 
the Abelian subgroup generated by A. Let R" = V' • V" be the orthogonal 
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decomposition as given by Lemma 4.6 (V' is the subspace of all fixed vectors" 
of 7r(A). Then ~b"(F) = Fly,, is a finite group of rotations around some 
o" ~ V". q~'(A) = A,v, is a nontrivial translation by ~ E V'. Moreover, 
c~ ~ QL(G).  More precisely, let k be the order of vr( A). Thenja ~ L(G) ¢~ 
k I j. Finally, let p be the length of the shortest nonzero vector in the lattice 
L(G). Then 
[9 
IA(x) -x l  ~ -k, W~R" 
and this inequality is sharp. 
Proof. The arguments of the proof of Lemma 4.7 yield that 
7r(G)L(G) c L(G). Hence ~'(G) is conjugate to a bounded subgroup of 
GL,,(Z). Thus L~-(G) ] ~< ~o(n), where o~(n) is the maximal value of order of a 
finite subgroup of GL,(Z). See Section 3 for details. Moreover, for each 
a ~ vr(G) Theorem 3.3 applies. As ker(vr) = G(~)  it follows that G/G( J )  
7r(G) is an isomorphism. Let G be a Bieberbach group and consider the 
subgroup F c G defined as above. Assume that 1 ~ spec(Tr(A)). According 
to Lemma 4.6 F is a subgroup of orthogonal rotations around some o ~ R". 
As G is discrete it follows that A is a torsion. This contradicts the assumption 
that G is a Bieberbach group. Thus 1 ~ spec(vr(A)). Let V' be the subspace 
of the fixed vectors of ~-(A). According to Theorem 5.3 F" is a subgroup of 
rotations around some o" ~ V'. Furthermore, F" is a homomorphic image 
of ~'(F). As "a-(G) is a finite group, it follows that F" is a finite group. Thus, 
if ~b'(A) = I~, it follows that A is a torsion. As this is impossible we deduce 
that 
a(~',~") = (~' + ~, by" + ~3),~', 
c~V' ,v" , [3~V" ,b~O(V" ) , l  ~ spec(b).  
Clearly, order(Tr(A)) = order(b) = k. Hence 
k-1 
E b' =0~ak(v ' ,~  ") =(~' ,~")  +k .~k .~L(c ) .  
0 
Observe next that 
p2 
[ A (v ' ,v" )  - (v ' ,v " ) [  2 = I~t 2 +L(b - e)~" +/31 ~ >~ Ic~l 2 > ~.  
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For v" = - (b  - e)- l~ the above inequality is sharp. Assume finally that 
j a  ~ L(G). Suppose to the contrary that k q'j. W.l.o.g. we may assume that 
1 <~j < k. Let T(v' ,  v") = (v'  + ja ,  v"). Then T ~ G(d).  Set B = T-1A j. 
Then B(v' ,  v") = (v',  bJv" + fl'). Thus, B is a nontrivial rotation around 
o". Therefore, B is a torsion, which contradicts our assumptions. The proof 
of the theorem is completed. • 
Given a discrete group H c ~ of translation of rank n and F c GL,(Z) a 
finite group it is easy to construct a crystallographic group with H c G c 
J f , (R )  and ~'(G) ~ F. Indeed, w.l.o.g, we may identify H with the standard 
group of translations of Z n. Now identity F with the corresponding linear 
transformations on R n. Set G'  = (H,  F>. Then XG'X  -1 c~r,(R) for some 
X ~ GL,(R). In that case any nontrivial element in F corresponds to a 
torsion in G'.  The Auslander-Kuranishi theorem [A-K] claims that for any 
finite group A there exists a Bieberbach group so that 7r(B) ~ di. Given di, it 
is a difficult and unresolved problem to find the minimal n so that B c~f , (R)  
and ~r(B) ~ di. In the following theorem we give a minimal explicit construc- 
tion for B when di is Abelian. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let F C GLn(Z ) be a finite Abelian group. Then there 
exists a Bieberbach group B c~(R)  and an Abelian subgroup G c B so that 
7r(G) ~ F, F c GL,(Z) iff only the following conditions hold. Let V', U c R n 
be the subspace of all common fixed vectors of 7r(G), F. Then dim(V') = 
dim(U) = k > 0. Furthermore, 7r(G), F is a direct sum of at most k cyclic 
groups. Let A be a finite Abelian group, which is a direct sum of r cyclic 
groups of orders 
l <ml l " "  Imr ,m ~=p~' I . . .p~' t ,O  <<, w~,j <<, ... <~ Wr, 2, 
1 
j=  1 . . . . .  l , l - Iwr , j>~ 1. 
1 
(Here Pl . . . . .  Pt are all the l distinct primes that divide m~.) Then there exists 
a Bieberbach group B c J~(R)  with 
i=r,j=l 
n = + E PT"'(PJ- 11 
i =j = i 
and an Abelian subgroup G c B so that 7r(B) = 7r(G) ~ A. The above n is 
minimal. 
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Proof. Let B cS /n (R)  be a Bieberbach group. Assume that G c B is 
an Abelian group. According to Theorem 5.3 R ~' = V'  ~ V", where G'  = 
G Iv' is a group of translations and G" = G iv" is a group of rotations around 
~/' ~ V". Note that ~- (G ' )= {e}, 7r (G" )~ 7r(G). As B is torsion free it 
follows that G is a free group of rank r. As 7r(G) is a finite group we deduce 
that G(Y) = ker(Trlc) is a subgroup of G of a finite index order(Tr(G)). 
Theorem 5.3 implies that dim(V')  >~ r. Moreover it follows that G" is a 
discrete group of translations on V'. Denote by L(G')  the r-dimensional 
lattice corresponding to G'.  Theorem 5.4 yields that L'  = L(G')  A L (B)  is 
an r-dimensional lattice such that L(G ' ) /L '  is a finite Abelian group. G acts 
on L(G ' ) /L '  by means of G' .  Theorem 5.4 implies that the kernel of this 
action is exactly G(J-). Hence, ~-(G) is a direct sum of at most r cyclic 
groups. As 7r (G)L (B)c  L (B)  it follows that 7r(G) is conjugate to F c 
GL,,(Z). We then deduce the corresponding claims for F. 
Assume now that F c GL,(Z) satisfies the assumption of the theorem. 
Obviously, U A Z"~ Z k. Thus, there exists a finite Abelian group F" c 
GL,, k(Z) and X ~ GLn(Z) so that the elements of XFX- I  are exactly of 
the form I k ~ A", A" ~ F". (Here I k is the k × k identi~ matrix.) W.l.o.g. 
assume X = I,,. Assume that F" is isomorphic to the direct sum C 1 ~ "- • C~ 
cyclic matrices with 1 ~< r ~< k. Assume that e, is a generator of C i of order 
m i for i = 1 . . . .  , r. That is, each A" ~- F" is identified with Z;~ t~e~. Finally'. 
to each A" we correspond to the following affine translations Q on R" 
= (u  + 
t 1 t~ )~" 
u , r= - - ,  . . . .  - - ,0  . . . . .  0 ~ R ~,v ~R" -  ~ 
~l  I 11/. r 
k 
A" = ~ tie i, 
1 
0~t~<m~, i= 1 . . . . .  r. 
Let G" be the Abelian group of affine transformations generated by the 
above affine transformations. Denote by H the discrete group of translations 
with L(H)  = Z n. It then follows that B'  = (H ,  G" )  is a discrete torsion- 
free group. Moreover, there exists Y e GL,,(R) so that B = YB 'Y  I is 
Bieberbach. Furthermore, r r (B )= rr(YG"Y i) ~ F. 
Let A = C~ • "" • C r be an Abelian group where C i is a eyelic group of 
order m i for i = 1 . . . . .  r such that 1 < ml lm2l  -" Im r. To each C~ 
correspond the isomorphie group F i c GL,,,(Z) constructed as follows. Let 
C(f i , j )  c GLn, j(Z) be the companian matrix of the cyclotomic polynomial 
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corresponding to py ' J  primitive roots of unity (wi,j > 0) of degree hi, j = 
py,. j- l(pj _ 1). Denote by F~,j the finite group generated by C(f~,j). Then 
F i = Fi, 1 (9 ... (9 Fi, ~ and n i = ~=l  ni.j. Let F" = F 1 (9 ... (9 F~ c 
GLn,(Z), n" = E~ m i. Clearly, F" ~ A. Use the construction above to de- 
duce the existence of B CJ fn(R) ,  n = n '+ r and an Abelian subgroup 
G c B so that 7r(B) = rr(G) ~ A. 
We now show that the above n has the minimal value. Assume F c 
GLN(Z) and A ~ rr(B)  ~ F. Consider the irreducible invariant subspaces 
V 1 . . . . .  V k. According to what we proved dim(V 1) . . . . .  dim(V r) = 1 and 
F i is a trivial group for i = 1 . . . . .  r. It is straightforward to show that the 
restriction of F to its irreducible invariant subspace V is a cyclic group 
conjugate to a cyclic subgroup of GLp(Q), p = dim(V), of order q such that 
p = ~b(q). See for example [Fri2]. Hence n - r ~ N - r. • 
We now summarize our results for discrete groups F c~ (or J fn(R)).  In 
most of the cases we essentially classify a subgroup of F of a finite index. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let F c~)r~ (or Jgan(R)) be a discrete group. Then one 
of the conditions hold. 
(i) F is a finite group. Then r ~/2 is a finite Abelian group of rotations 
around some o ~ cn(I ln). 
(ii) F is infinite and does not have a nontrivial translation. Then F 1/2 is 
a normal Abelian subgroup of F of a finite index bounded by o)(2n)(oJ(n)). 
There exists a nontrivial decomposition of Cn(ll n) = V' (9 V" ,  which is 
invariant under the action of at(F1/2). F '  = F~/? is a subgroup of transla- 
tions on V' and F" = F~/~ is a nontrivial Abelian subgroup of unitary 
rotations around the common fixed point o" ~ V". Moreover, the af-fine 
subspace V' + o" is invariant under the action of F 1/2. Denote by qb': 
F 1/2 ~ F', c~" : F 1/e ~ F" the natural projection homomorphisms. Then 
ker(~b') is finite and consists of rotations around o"_In particular there exists 
c F 1/2 of a finite index order (ker(~b')) so that F ~ F '  ~ ~b"(F). That is, 
cb"(F) is a free Abelian group generated by 1 ~< k = rank(F ' )  ~ d imn(V ' )  
irrational rotations. 
(iii) Assume that F contains a nontrivial translation. Then there exists a 
decomposition of cn(}l n) = V' (9 V", k = dim(V')  >1 1, which is invariant 
under the action of 7r(F). F(~ )  acts only on V', i.e., F(o,~)V ' c V' and all 
the vectors in V" are fixed under the subgroup of translations of F. Set 
F' = Fly, and F" =F iv ,  and let qb', qb" be the projections of F on F', F" 
respectively. Then ker(Ob') is a discrete group of unitary isometries acting 
trivially on V' such that ker(~b')lv, satisfies the conditions (i) or (ii) of this 
theorem. Moreover, I F ' / F ' ( J ) I  ~< o)(2k). Finally, /f  F C J fn (R)  then F' is 
a crystallographic group on V'. Hence, I F ' / F ' ( J ) I  ~< ,o(k). 
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Proof. Assume that first that F is finite. Then F does not contain a 
nontrivial translation. According to Corollary 4.5 F 1/'2 is a normal Abelian 
group. Apply Theorem 5.3 to F 1/2 to deduce (i). Assume that F is infinite, 
which does not have a nontrivial translation. According to Corollary 4.5 F 1/9 
is a normal Abelian group. Apply Theorem 5.3 to the discrete group F ~/'2 to 
deduce (ii). Assume that F has a nontrivial translation and F is not crystallo- 
graphic. We then apply Lemma 4.7. By the definition ker(4)') acts trivially on 
V' = T(F). Let V" = V' ~ . Hence, ker(~b')lv., is a discrete group that does 
not have nontrivial translations. Therefore, ker(~b')lv satisfies the conditions 
(i) or (ii) of this theorem. Consider that discrete subgroup F(57). Let 
L(F) c T(F) be the (real) lattiee generated by F(,~). The arguments of the 
proof of Lemma 4.7 yield that Ir(F')L(F) c L(F). Assume first that F c 
Jfn(R). Then dimz(L(F)) = dim(T(F)). Hence F' is crystallographic on V'. 
Theorem 5.4 }fields that IF'/F'(57) ~< co(k). Consider now the complex case. 
In that ease we know only that T(F) has a complex basis from the vectors in 
L(F). By consider t(F) we deduce the. bound ]F ' /F ' (3 - )  I ~< co(2k). • 
The following corollary is well known, e.g., [Rag, Chap. (5]. 
COROLLAItY 5.7. Let F cJ[,~ (or Sf,,(R)) be a discrete group. 
Then the fi~ndamental domain of F has a finite (Lebes~ue) volume ~ F is 
ct~jstallographic. 
6. BALLS IN NONCOMPACT HYPERBOLIC LAXTICES 
Let H" and ~,, be the hyperbolic n-space and the group of its hyper- 
bolic isometries respectively. Recall that any complex n-hyperbolic manifold 
is H"/F ,  where F c ~/,, is a discrete torsion-free subgroup. The celebrated 
paper of Kazdan and Margmlis [K-M] yields the existence of a uniform 
(hyperbolic) ball of radius rn, which is embedded in any hyperbolic n- 
manifold. Recently, Martin [Mar] gave an explicit lower bound of the 
forin r,, >~ p" for some p< 1. See [F-H] for the best known p< 1. The 
above bound gives a lower-bound estimate on tile volume of a complete 
n-hyperbolic manifold of the form exp(-Kn 2) for some positive K 
-log p. Recently, Hersonsky [Her2] gave a much better lower estimate for 
the volume of a noncompaet complete n-hyperbolic manifold H" /F  having a 
finite volume (noneompact hyperbolic n-lattice). His method exploits the fact 
that F contains a subgroup B, which is isomowhie to a Bieberbaeh group 
B' c J r ,  i(R). Here B is the subgroup of all parabolic elements in F fixing 
a unique point, say oc. The upper bound on the order of the holonomy group 
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given by Theorem 5.4 and the classical Minkowski convex body theorem 
imply that Hersonsky's bound is of the form exp( -  Cn log n). Using the 
results in [Her2] we improve the lower bound on the radius of a hyperbolic 
ball contained in a noncompact hyperbolic n-lattice. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let n >~ 3 and assume that I'In/[" is a noncompact 
lattice. Then H"/F  contains a ball of radius 
0.17e-(2 [~ 1 ]+ 1)/2 log(2 [2~-  1 ]+ 1)+ [ 2~2n- 1 ] -  1 
More precisely, let B c F be a subgroup of all parabolic elements of F which 
fix one point on OH". Then B contains a maximal Abelian subgroup G c B of 
rank n - 1, which is maximal Abelian in F. Furthermore, G is normal in B 
and B /G is finite, i.e., B is a Bieberbach group. Let k be the maximal order 
of the elements of B /G .  Then H n/F contains a ball of radius 0.17/k. 
Pro@ We view I-I n as an upper half space of R": 
n-  = {x : ,  x : (X l  . . . . .  xn) ,  x,, > 0}.  
The boundary of I-I" is 11"- 1 = ][In - 1 I J {¢e} ,  where R" - 1 is given by x,, = 0. 
Furthermore, the length element ds in H"  is given by 
ds 2 
2 
X n 
See, for example, [Bea] for details. Assume that f ~'n fixed ~. Then f be 
described as follows. Set x = { y, x,), y ~ R n- 1. Then 
f (y ,  xn) =(A(Qy+a) ,Ax , ) ,  O<A,Q~SO, , _ I .  (6.2) 
Here SOp is the special orthogonal group of p × p real-valued matrices. If  
A 4= 1 then f is loxodromie with the two fixed points ~ and ( (A- I I  - 
Q)-la,  0). I f  A = 1 and Q has an eigenvalue 1 such that ( I  - Q)y = a is not 
solvable (a has a nontrivial projection on the eigenspace of Q corresponding 
to 1) then f is parabolic with the unique fixed point ~. (Note that if n = 2 
then Q = I and f is a translation.) I f  A = 1 and ( I  - Q)y = a is solvable 
then f is a rotation. 
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According to [K-M] F contains a unipotent (parabolic) element f, which 
fixes a unique point on ~ ~ OH ". W.l.o.g. assume that ~ = o:. Then (6.2) 
yields that f is a translation on R ~- l y ~ y + a Let B c F be the subgroup 
of all elements that fix oc. Denote by ]al the Euclidean length of a. For r > 0 
let h~ = {(y, x n): x~ > r} be the horoball of radius r. Assume that g ~,d'~,, 
g(oc) s~ ~ and suppose furthermore that ( f ,  g)  is a discrete group. Then 
using the generalized Shimizu-Leutbecher inequality proved in [Herl] it was 
shown in [Her2] that g(Hl<) n HI< = Q. In particular, the above inequality 
holds for any g ~ F \ B. Since I t " /F  has a finite volmne the above inequal- 
ity yields that B contains a maximal Abelian subgroup G of translations on 
R "~1 of rank n - 1. It is straightforward to show that if f ~ F N Z(G) then 
f ~ B. As G is maximal Abelian in B it follows that f E G. Hence, G is 
maximal Abelian in F. One easily deduces that all elements of B are 
parabolic. Thus B is a Bieberbaeh group on R" 1. Let L(G) c R n i be the 
lattice generated by G. Denote by k the maximal order of the elements of 
B/G. W.l.o.g. we may assume that a is the shortest vector in L(G). Let 
p < 0.355 be the unique solution to 
1 
p + log p = log ~-~-. (6.3) 
Set to = (0, ]al/2pk). Denote by dist(to, to') the hyperbolic distance be- 
tween two points to, to' ~ H". As p < 0.355 Theorem 5.4 implies 
dist( to, h(to))  > log( tF  + p 2 + p) > 0.98 p, VheB\ l .  
Assume that g ~ F \ B. Use g(Hl<) N Hl,,i = Q to deduce that 
dist(to. 2 fa,/2ok .x, 1 = 2log = 20 Vg ~ F \B .  
Jl,,l x r, 2ok 
Thus any fundamental domain for the manifold H" /F  containing to contains 
an open hyperbolic ball of radius 0.490 centered at to. As the left-hand side 
of (6.3) is an increasing function of p it follows that O > 0.35/k. Since the 
holonomy group B/G is isomorphic to a finite subgroup of GL,, l(Z) we can 
use an upper estimate for k given in Theorem 3.3. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. • 
It is of great interest o give a geometric haracterization f a noncompact 
hyperbolic lattice M = Hn/F  so that the stabilizer B c F of a point ~ ~ OH" 
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containing a unipotent element is Abelian. Apply Theorem 6.1 to such M to 
deduce that M contains a universal hyperbolic ball of radius 0.17. These 
manifolds indeed satisfy the conjecture of [Mar]. Note that any 3-hyperbolic 
noncompact lattice satisfies the above assumption. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let n >>- 4 and assume that I tn /F  is a noncompact 
lattice. Then F has a subgroup F of an index o)(n - 1) at most so that a 
noncompact lattice Hn/F  (which is a finite covering of Hn/F)  contains a 
ball of radius 0.17. 
Proof. Assume the notation of the proof of Theorem 6.1. Consider the 
homogeneous space of right cosets X = F/B.  For each x ~ X let y(x)  ~ F 
be a representative of the coset x = By(x). Let Y = B/G be the finite 
holonomy group. For each y ~ Y let b(y)  ~ B be the representative of the 
coset y = b(y)G. Denote by F c H n a fundamental domain for the action 
of F such that F N Hla I = Z' >( (lal, ~). Here T'  c R ' -  1 is the fundamental 
domain for the action of the Bieberbach group B on R "-  1. Let 2~ be the 
n-hyperbolic manifold obtained from H n by identifying all points of the form 
b(y)gy(x ) (~) ,g~G,  x ~X for a fixed y ~ Y, ~:~F.  Note that 2~¢q 
Hla I = T X (ra],~). Here T is the n -  1 torus R"- I /G .  Thus, 2~, is a 
connected covering space of M of degree d = IY] ~< t0(n - 1). As rrl(2~) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup F of index d we deduce that 2~ = I-In/F. Observe 
finally, that G is a stabilizer ofw in 2~. That is, k = 1 and from Theorem 6.1 
we deduce that M contains a hyperbolic ball of radius 0.17. • 
I thank R. Guralnick, S. Hersonsky, A. Lubotzky, and P. Shalen for useful 
remarks. 
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